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We study single-texture collapse using a leapfrog discretization method on a 30X30X30 spatial lat-
tice. We investigate the influence of boundary conditions, physical size of the lattice, type of space-time
background (flat, i.e., nonexpanding, vs radiation-dominated and matter-dominated universes), and spa-
tial distribution of the initial texture configuration on collapse time and critical winding. For a spheri-
cally symmetric initial configuration of size equal to the horizon size on a lattice containing 12 (30) hor-
izon volumes, the critical winding is found to be 0.621+0.001 (0.602+0.003) (flat case), 0.624+0.002
(0.604+0.005) (radiation era), 0.628+0.002 (0.612+0.003) (matter era). The larger the physical size of
the lattice (in units of the horizon size), the smaller is the critical winding, and in the limit of an infinite
lattice, we argue that the critical winding approaches 0.5. For radially asymmetric cases, contraction of
one axis (pancake case) slightly reduces collapse time and critical winding, and contraction of two axes
(cigar case) reduces collapse time and critical winding significantly.

PACS number(s): 98.80.Cq

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a significant improvement in
understanding the impact of texture formation and its dy-
namics on seeding large-scale structures in the universe.
Texture is a cosmological defect formed during a phase
transition in the early universe when the symmetry group
G of a theory with a scalar field (t breaks down to a sub-
group H in such a way that the third homotopy group of
the vacuum manifold A=G/H is nontrivial. A texture
can be defined as a region of space over which the field P
winds around a significant portion ofA. The winding of
a texture is defined as the portion of A covered by the
map P from the region of space where the texture is lo-
cated onto AL. The winding of a texture is in general a
real number, and a texture with winding one is preferred
only as a minimum-energy configuration, but cosmologi-
cally this is not a constraint. An important feature of
texture is that it is—according to Derrick's theorem
[1]—unstable, i.e., once formed, it collapses, with the
field P unwinding from the vacuum manifold [2,3]. Tex-
tures were originally discussed by Davis in Ref. [2], but
because of their instability against collapse, they were not
believed to be cosmologically relevant. However, this in-
stability was used by Turok in Ref. [4] to develop a model
of large-scale structure formation based on late-time for-
mation of textures. (Here "late" means around the time
of equal matter and radiation t =t, .) Subsequently,
there has been growing interest in trying to understand
the formation [5—7] and dynamics [8—11] of textures
and their impact on early-universe evolution.
An analytic solution [8] has been constructed for a tex-

ture in a fiat (i.e., nonexpanding) space-time background,
but there has neither been significant improvement in the
analytic understanding of texture dynamics in an expand-
ing universe, nor has anyone succeeded in treating the
dynamics of textures with noninteger winding analytical-
ly. In this work we address the question of texture evolu-

tion numerically in both flat and expanding universes,
and consider the influence of winding number on texture
evolution. In a related paper, Perivolaropoulos [12] has
investigated the evolution of radially symmetric textures
using both analytical and numerical techniques, obtaining
results which complement our results very nicely. Note
that the general-relativistic collapse of global spherically
symmetric texture configurations with winding number
one has recently been studied by Durrer et al. [13],both
numerically and analytically.
Recently the concept of critical ending number has

been introduced [14]. It is defined as the winding below
which the field configuration does not collapse but radi-
ates away. On the basis of analytical arguments, it has
been conjectured that the critical winding m, =0.5 for
the case of a texture in a flat background. In this work
we provide a precise identification of the signature of tex-
ture collapse. The signature is that the winding crosses
zero, followed immediately by maxima in total and kinet-
ic energies at the core of the texture.
A major goal of our investigations is to shed some light

on single-texture collapse and its dependence on various
initial conditions. Some aspects of the collapse signature,
such as lumping of total and kinetic energy at the center
of the texture at the time of collapse, and the shape of the
core before collapse as a function of initial asymmetry,
can give us a reliable input for calculating the masses of
the seeds for large-scale structure of the universe, and an-
isotropies in cosmic microwave background radiation.
Critical winding as a function of asymmetry, and time of
collapse as a function of asymmetry and winding can give
useful information in obtaining a scaling solution as a
function of winding for textures in the early universe.
Below we give a brief description of the numerical

techniques used, and results obtained from our study. An
in-depth discussion is presented in Secs. II and III.
We use the standard relativistic action for a scalar field

with a quartic potential which induces symmetry break-
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ing at the grand unified scale. The equations of motion
are discretized by using a leapfrog method on a cubic
30X30X30box. Reflective boundary conditions are used
throughout most of the work. The texture is initially set
to be only half the linear size of the lattice (which is four
horizon radii long). Putting the boundary of the lattice at
least one horizon size away from the texture boundary
precludes any influence of the lattice boundary on texture
collapse, if collapse takes not more than one expansion
time, and reduces the influence of the lattice boundary,
when collapse takes a long time (in comparison to the ex-
pansion time).
We investigate texture collapse for various cases (see

Sec. III): (a) spherically symmetric textures, (b) small vs
large textures, (c) nonspherically symmetric
configurations, (d) two-texture configurations; in both
nonexpanding and expanding backgrounds.
The results from study of these cases show that if the

winding number of the initial configuration is above criti-
cal, the field collapses, lumping gradient, kinetic, and to-
tal energy in the core of the texture. The highest peaks in
total and kinetic energies at the texture core indicate the
unwinding of texture. The moment when the field
unwinds is followed almost instantaneously by absolute
maxima in both kinetic and total core energy, and, there-
fore, gives a reliable criterion for texture collapse. If the
initial winding is significantly above critical, collapse is
strong and occurs quickly (usually in less than one expan-
sion time), resulting in high peaks in the core energies.
As a consequence, the texture collapses and recollapses a
few times, before the kinetic core energy drops below
some critical value (see Fig. 1).
If the initial winding is slightly above critical, the tex-

ture collapse takes a long time. The kinetic core energy
exhibits a few weak maxima, i.e., peaks not strong
enough to successfully unwind the field out of the vacu-
um manifold. Once the kinetic energy reaches a high
enough value, a weak collapse occurs (i.e., the core ener-
gy peaks are not very high). The core energies quickly re-
lax to some low value, so that the texture does not reco1-
lapse. Collapse produces waves of Goldstone bosons, the
intensity of which is proportional to the maximum of the
kinetic core energy.
We now list the results for critical windings (for a de-

tailed explanation of various cases see Sec. III). We set
the initial texture configuration to be the size of the hor-
izon. In order to study the influence of boundaries on
texture collapse, we set two different types of initial
configurations, with initial radii r=6 and r=s lattice
spacings, while keeping their physical size constant and
equal to the horizon size. This corresponds to two
different physical sizes of the lattice. For a nonexpanding
background, the simulations reveal

w, =0.602+0.003 (r =6) and

w, =0.621+0.001 (r =8),

and for the expanding cases

w, =0.604+0.005 (r =6),
w, =0.624+0.002 (r =8 ) (radiation era);
w, =0.612+0.003 (r =6),
w, =0.628+0.002 (r =8) (matter era) .

(2)

II. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Equations of motion and discretization procedure

In order to simulate texture evolution on a lattice, we
begin with a simple action which admits textures

S=fd'x (—g)'"[g ~(a.y)(aP)' —V(y, y') j, (3)

where g ~=diag(1, —a(t), —a(t), —a(t) ) is the metric
and g =—a(t) the determinant of the Robertson-Walker
metric [a(t)-t~ is the scale parameter of the universe,
with p =0, —,', and —,', for flat (i.e., nonexpanding),

From the data above one can infer that the critical wind-
ing does not depend significantly on the expansion rate of
the universe: it slightly increases, as the expansion rate
increases. Our intuitive understanding of this effect is
that the expansion of the universe may be viewed as a ra-
dial outward pull, opposing texture collapse. If the initial
winding is just above critical for the nonexpanding back-
ground, then in an expanding background the outward
pull prevents collapse. These considerations are approxi-
mately correct not only for spherically symmetric initial
configurations, but also for initial configurations which
are contracted along one or two axes.
A detailed account of the influence of radial asym-

metry on texture evolution is given in Sec. III. As a rule
of thumb, we observe that contraction of one or two axes
reduces both the time of collapse and the critical wind-
ing. Contraction of one of the axes reduces slightly: (1)
collapse time: t„~~-a,~, where a, is the ratio of the con-
tracted to the longer axes, and y varies from 0.13 to 0.26,
depending on background; and (2) critical winding w, : as
a, decreases from 1 to 0.25, w, drops from approximately
0.62 to 0.60. Contraction of two of the axes (cigar case)
reduces significantly: (1) time of collapse: t„»-ar,
where a is the ratio of the contracted to the longer axes,
and y varies from 0.75 to 0.94, depending on back-
ground, and (2) critical winding: w, drops from approxi-
mately 0.62 to 0.57.
As an indicator of the evolution of total and kinetic en-

ergy distributions, we investigate the diagonal com-
ponents of quadrupole moments for total and kinetic en-
ergy. %e find that initially asymmetric configurations
collapse along the longer axes (pancake case) or along the
longer axis (cigar case) approaching spherical symmetry.
After collapse, the quadrupole moments reverse sign indi-
cating that radiation propagates along the shorter axis or
along the shorter axes, respectively.
Finally, we present preliminary results of an investiga-

tion of the influence of angular asymmetry on texture dy-
namics, and how the collapse of two-texture and texture-
antitexture configurations depends on angular asym-
metry, distance, and initial winding.
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radiation-dominated and matter-dominated universes, re-
spectively].
The field P in Eq. (3) is a four-component scalar field

(4)

with the quartic potential

where A, is the self-coupling constant of P, and 0 the
symmetry-breaking scale (in this work it is assumed to be
of the order of the grand unified scale cr—10' GeV).

From action (3) the equations of motion follow

+ P — V'P =—A(~PI' —o')P (a= 1, . . . , 4),a a
(6)

where an overdot denotes the time derivative, 8/Bt. Us-
ing dimensionless quantities P=glo, t =t/t, , x =x lt,
(where t; is the initial physical time), and using the leap-
frog discretization method good to second order, one ob-
tains a discretized version for the equations of motion.
(The above rescaling of t and x corresponds to setting
t; = 1.) Each time step contains an evaluation of the field
momentum y= r}PIBt at time step n +—,

'

a n+ 1/2
+ij k

3pht
2t

2pp~ a—n+ I/2+ ~rr
( ann +ann +ann+ij k i —1jk ij —1k ijk —12t (Ax )

+ Pi+I jk+ 0I'j +1,k+ 0ij,k+1 4ijk )

knffAt ( QIJk pIJk
—1 ) p;J (7)

and evaluation of the field at time step n + 1

ann + i gr a+n + I/2+ann (8)

In Eqs. (7) and (8), a= 1, . . . , 4 denotes the index of the
internal symmetry; i,j,k=0, . . . , 30 are spatial indices
specifying position on the lattice; n=0, 1, . .. is the
discretized time index; AX is the spatial increment in
units of the horizon size at time t, , and ht the time incre-
ment in units of the expansion time at t;; A,,&=k,o. t,.
denotes the effective coupling constant. Because (o r; ) at
the time of equal matter and radiation t; =t,q is a huge
number, A,,z at t, is a huge number for all realistic values
of A, . This means that the nonlinear 0. model, which cor-
responds to the model with the quartic potential of equa-
tion (5) taking the limit of infinite I(,, is an excellent ap-
proximation to the model in consideration [Eq. (3)]. Evo-
lution of Eqs. (7) and (8) gives the dynamics of the texture
field. At time step n, the rescaled time t„ is t„=1+n At.
The equations of motion (6) are nonlinear hyperbolic

equations. It is important to investigate the stability of
the evolution of the discretized equations of motion (7)
and (8). We use the Courant condition as a necessary cri-
terion for stability, then check that energy is conserved in
the flat-universe case. In our nonexpanding background
simulations, total energy was conserved to within a few
percent by the time of collapse (for example, see Fig. 1
below).
A major problem for the stability of Eq. (7) is a large

realistic value of A,,z, which we cannot possibly achieve.
We choose A,,~=400, and this is the value for which we
find that further increase in A,,ff (we have tested it against
A ff 1600) does not alter the evolution of a texture

significantly. This means that A,,~=400 simulates quite
accurately the nonlinear 0. model in which A,,&~~. We
find that, in addition to the Courant criterion, the prod-
Uct X ffJa~elt must not exceed one significantly. This means
that an increase in A,,z, must be compensated by a de-
crease in ht, and that is paid for by an increase in com-
puting time.
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FIG. 1. Collapse of a typical texture in a flat space-time
background. The quantities shown on the graph are (a) total
energy on lattice (dotted curve), (b) total core energy (solid), (c)
kinetic core energy (dot-dashed), and (d) winding (dashed). The
collapse occurs at time 0.9 (in units of the expansion time, with
t; =1), and it is marked by absolute maxima in kinetic and total
core energies, and by the winding crossing zero. Secondary en-
ergy maxima signify secondary collapses.
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B. Initial configuration and boundary conditions

Important questions to address follow: what are realis-
tic initial conditions and how does texture evolution
change as initial conditions are altered. In setting an ini-
tial texture configuration, we have followed two princi-
ples: erst, we have used configurations with minimum en-
ergy for a given winding number, and second, the size of
the initial configuration is limited by the correlation
length of the field, which at best approaches the horizon
distance at that time. Our initial configuration resembles
an exact self-similar solution for the nonlinear 0 model as
found in Ref. [4]. Any spherical asymmetry in the initial
configuration, imposed in order to study the influence of
asymmetry on texture evolution, is implemented as a per-
turbation of the symmetric configuration in such a way
that the energy of the configuration grows as little as pos-
sible.
Due to the above considerations, we have arrived at

the ansatz for the initial configuration
cos[y('r )]

sin[7(r) ] ar

sin[y(r) ] br
(9)

Here,

sin[y(r) ]—cr

2([1—e~'" I] arctanr, when r (1,
X(r)= '

when r) 1
10

where r = (x la ) + (y Ib ) +(z ic ), with R chosen such
that

and P= 8 in order to sufficiently smooth out an energy
shell that could be created at r =1 due to large radial gra-
dients of field. For this choice of P and R, the interpola-
tion factor [1—e~'" "'] is close to one for all r (1, and
thus does not alter the exact self-similar flat-space solu-
tion significantly inside the horizon. This ansatz localizes
the initial texture configuration within a finite volume of
radius r = 1, and the constant g is used to vary the tex-
ture winding. The parameters a, b, and c allow the intro-
duction of asymmetry into the initial configuration. The
texture is expected to start collapsing only when it enters
the horizon. Therefore, we choose the texture diameter
to be equal to that of the horizon at that time.
We now give a more detailed account of the influence

of boundary conditions on texture evolution. We experi-
mented with three different boundary conditions: period-
ic, reflective, and "antiperiodic" boundary conditions.
Periodic boundary conditions give a large wall of gra-

dient energy which propagates inward from the lattice
boundary. The wall of energy is caused by a mismatch in
the field from one boundary to the opposite boundary.
We conclude that this gradient energy as it propagates in-

C. Calculation of winding

We use two techniques for calculating winding. The
first assumes that the field angle y attains its maximum
value at the texture boundary and is constant on the
boundary. This ceases to be true during the collapse of
initial radially asymmetric configurations for which at
least two of the scaling parameters a, b, or c of Eq. (9) are
different. However, unless the maxima along different
axes attain significantly different values at the horizon,
this method yields a good approximation to the winding
during texture collapse. For any initial configuration,
this method gives an accurate winding number, since the
values of the field g at the texture boundary are equal.
Assuming continuity of the field P, one identifies the
winding w with the volume portion of the vacuum mani-
fold S covered by the texture map of type (9)

~( )
sin2~$(t)

271
(12)

ward towards the collapse region of the texture—
disturbing the collapse —makes periodic boundary con-
ditions unphysical.
Next we investigate "antiperiodic" boundary condi-

tions. That is, the field phases on either side of the lattice
are the same, except for differences in sign. If one makes
the boundaries such that they are periodic, except for
these sign differences, one can avoid the gradient energy
wall. In general, any boundary conditions would work,
as long as no large gradient energy is created at the
boundary.
Reflective boundary conditions give no gradient-energy

problems, so we choose to use these with no changes.
These boundary conditions are equivalent to having a
free end to the field at the boundary, so that the free end
always adjusts itself in order to minimize energy at the
boundary.
In order to get some picture of how both boundary

conditions and coarseness of the lattice influence the col-
lapse, we first simulate collapses of textures of different
sizes on the lattice, keeping the physical size constant and
equal to the horizon size. We take as reference radii 8, 6,
4, and 2 lattice spacings. We find that configurations
with radii 8 and 6 behave almost identically (similar times
of collapse, and similar peak intensities of energies in the
core of the texture during collapse). For a texture of ra-
dius 4, and for high initial windings, it takes a
significantly longer time for the collapse to occur. The
texture of radius 2 lattice spacings behaves very irregular-
ly. Therefore, we infer that the influence of discretization
of the space becomes significant when the horizon size
drops to about 4 lattice spacings. On the other hand, we
also simulated textures of size 8, 4, and 2 lattice spacings,
keeping the horizon size constant and equal to 8 lattice
spacings, and noted that the time of collapse decreases, as
the initial physica1 size of the configuration decreases, as
expected (t„„-r' ). Provided the horizon size is large
enough (not below 6 lattice spacings), one can still treat
with reasonable accuracy the dynamics of the texture col-
lapse, if the region of space where the field varies is not
less than 2 to 3 lattice spacings.
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JO— evkeabcdgadgbdgcil gd1

12m
i j k (14)

where e'~" (i,j,k=1,2, 3) and e' ' (a, b, c,d=0, 1,2, 3)
are totally antisymmetric tensors of third and fourth
rank, respectively. We then calculate w in Eq. (13) by nu-
merical integration.
The second method fails if there are large changes in

the field P between neighboring lattice points. Thus,
winding calculations using this technique underestimate
the initial winding in textures of small size (of radius a
few lattice points). In all cases studied, we find the first
method preferable, both for its simplicity and its accura-
cy. Therefore, we use the first method to calculate the
winding throughout.

D. Asymmetric con6gurations

Using the ansatz of Eqs. (9) and (10) we can easily gen-
erate asymmetric configurations by rescaling any of the
spatial axes (i.e., by setting any of the rescaling parame-
ters a, b, c@1} We con.sidered two cases: (1) a pancake-
like configuration, where the z axis is rescaled downward
to fiatten the spherical configuration (a =b = 1, and
c & 1), and (2) a cigarlike configuration, where the x and y
axes were both scaled down to form an ellipsoidal
configuration (a =b & 1, and c = 1).
If we scaled the asymmetric configuration down too

much, too large a gradient would result over too few
mesh spacings. For this reason, we could only reasonably
scale down to a factor of 0.25 for a texture of initial ra-
dius 8, leaving at least two lattice spacings for the field
gradient. In addition, contracting any of the axes relative
to the others by too large a factor would increase radial
gradient energy too much, making the initial
configuration unlikely.

with m.g(t} being the value of angle y in Eq. (9) for which
g has its first maximum.
For the second technique, in order to obtain the wind-

ing m, we integrate the zeroth component of the scalar-
field current j over the volume V of the texture

w — d x J (13)
V

where

8 I I I I I I
I

I I I I
I
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8, and initial winding is 0.7788. The initial configuration
is spherically symmetric, and the collapse preserved this
symmetry. Winding is calculated using Eq. (12). The
collapse proceeds such that the central point is pulled out
of the vacuum manifold (~PI &&1), and unwinds the
configuration.
There are a few significant features of the graph that

are important to notice. First, the maximum peak in
both total and kinetic energies of the texture core corre-
sponds to winding crossing zero. This is a general feature
of all collapsing configurations considered below.
Second, there are a few peaks in kinetic core energy,
which are the source of radiated spherical waves of Gold-
stone bosons. Each peak corresponds to a recollapse of
the texture. Recollapses are a consequence of high initial
winding (w0=0. 7788), so that the first peak in kinetic
core energy is much larger than the minimum energy re-
quired for unwinding. The texture eventually stops recol-
lapsing, once the core energy drops below a certain
minimum value. For windings close to the critical value,
it takes a long time to collect enough kinetic energy in
the core for unwinding to occur. In this case, once the
texture collapses and unwinds, it does not recollapse, and
no strong secondary peaks in kinetic core energy occur.
Third, total core energy peaks along with kinetic core en-
ergy; this is relevant for consideration of gravitational
seeding of structure. Gradient core energy grows as the
texture collapses initially, then the gradient core energy
converts into kinetic energy, and, consequently, the ki-
netic core energy reaches a peak, and then drops to a
small value. Potential energy grows significantly only at
the center of the core when and where unwinding occurs.
Otherwise, potential energy is negligible.
With this understanding of the collapse signature, we

go on to show the dependence of important collapse pa-
rameters on winding, size, and asymmetry in the initial
configuration. We look at configurations evolved in Aat,
matter-dominated, and radiation-dominated universes.
Figure 2 shows the effect of boundary conditions on

III. RESULTS
In this section we present the results from our numeri-

cal simulations. We are looking for information regard-
ing dynamics of the collapse of a single texture. Our ob-
jective is to find meaningful parameters that quantify the
collapse.
In Fig. 1 we show the typical evolution of energies and

winding as the collapse proceeds. Total energy in the
30X30X30 lattice is shown at the top of the figure. As
we can see from the graph, total energy varies by not
more than a few percent during collapse. Energies other
than total energy of the lattice plotted on the graph are
the energies at the core of the texture (where the core is
defined as the ball of radius 2 lattice spacings around the
center of the texture). The initial radius of the texture is

00.5
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id 1nd1nq
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FIG. 2. Collapse time (in units of expansion time at t; = 1) for
a texture in a Qat space-time background vs initial winding. For
the initial texture (and horizon) size of 8 (6) lattice spacings, the
critical winding is found to be w, =0.621+0.001
(w, =0.602+0.003).
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the course of collapse and on the critical winding in a flat
space-time background. For these runs we set the hor-
izon size equal to the size of the initial texture. We com-
pare the evolution of textures with radii of 8 and 6 lattice
spacings. The texture with radius 8 (6) initially occupies
0.079 (0.033) of the volume of the lattice. Effectively, this
means that for the case of the texture with radius 6 the
physical size of the simulation is increased, but the physi-
cal size of the texture remains the same. Thus, the effects
seen in this figure indicate the influence of boundaries on
the collapse. The critical windings are w, =0.602+0.003
for radius 6 and w, =0.621+0.001 for radius 8. This in-
dicates that as the boundary moves away from the tex-
ture, the critical winding decreases.
In order to get some insight into the influence of the

boundary on texture collapse, we consider energy bal-
ance. There are three relevant energies, of which the de-
tailed behavior needs to be understood, in order to be
able to take a proper account of texture collapse: radial
gradient energy, angular gradient energy, and kinetic en-
ergy. At the boundary, during the early stages of texture
evolution, most of the energy is contained in angular gra-
dient energy, which is proportional to sin g, where g is
the angular component of field P [see Sec. II, Eq. (9)]. If
at the boundary y )vr/2 initially, then as time elapses, y
grows lowering the angular gradient energy, converting it
into kinetic energy, and moving towards an angular gra-
dient energy of zero for y=m. A natural time scale for
this process to be completed is the expansion time. What
can prevent this from happening is an initial expansion of
the texture configuration, which occurs if the winding is
initially set close to the critical winding. The initial ex-
pression reduces the radial gradient energy. If the
configuration is expanding, then when the "wave" of ra-
dial gradient energy reaches the boundary, a complex in-
terplay of energies takes place. If there is enough radial-
gradient-energy growth to balance the decrease in angu-
lar gradient energy, y stops increasing and starts to de-
crease, eventually relaxing the whole configuration tog-0. This means that no collapse occurs. But, if the de-
crease in angular gradient energy succeeds in dominating
the growth in radial gradient energy before the kinetic
energy reaches zero, then collapse occurs, and the texture
eventually unwinds. The further away the boundaries are
from the texture, i.e., the larger the physical size of the
lattice (for a given winding), the lower is the time of col-
lapse and critical winding. For an infinitely large lattice,
we conjecture that critical winding approaches —,. How-
ever, this would be an unrealistic initial configuration, be-
cause it would correspond to one texture in the whole
universe, with correlations extending to infinity. By set-
ting the lattice to be of finite size, we allow the universe
to be populated with the equivalent of one texture per lat-
tice. Having a texture of initial size 8 (6) lattice spacings
(in both cases, texture size being equal to horizon size)
corresponds to having approximately one texture per 13
(30) horizon volumes. That covers most of the probabili-
ty range for texture formation found in Ref. [7]. The
above discussion indicates the importance of the bound-
ary and physical size of the lattice for the study of col-
lapse time and critical winding.
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FIG. 3. Collapse time (in units of expansion time at t; = 1) of
a texture in flat and expanding space-time backgrounds vs initial
winding, for the initial texture (and horizon) of size 8 lattice
spacings. The critical winding is found to be m, =0.621+0.001
(flat case), w, =0.624+0.002 (radiation era), and
w, =0.628+0.002 (matter era).

Now we go on to investigate the influence of the
space-time background on texture collapse. Figure 3
shows how collapse proceeds for flat, radiation-
dominated, and matter-dominated universes. The impor-
tant feature of the graph is that both critical winding and
collapse time increase as the expansion rate of the
universe grows. For the flat universe, w, =0.621+0.001
for R =8 (w, =0.602+0.003 for R =6) as mentioned
above. In the radiation era, m, =0.624+0.002 for R =8
(w, =0.604+0.005 for R =6) and in the matter era,
w, =0.628+0.002 (w, =0.612+0.003 for R =6). Here,
the upper value for w, is the lowest value for which there
was collapse, and the lower value for w, is the highest
value for which there was no collapse. The increase in
collapse time and critical winding for the expanding-
background cases can be explained by the argument that
as the background expands, the texture stretches, and
this induces an effective radial pull outward. As a result,
collapse is slowed down, and critical winding grows. The
initial configurations used in Fig. 3 all have spherical
symmetry with a texture radius of 8 mesh points. We
found the same tendencies for textures of radius 6.
In order to understand the influence of boundary con-

ditions on texture collapse in the expanding cases, we
compare collapses of textures with initial radii 6 and 8, as
in Fig. 2, and find analogous results, i.e., critical winding
decreases as boundaries are moved away from the
center of the texture. We find in the radiation
era m, =0.604+0.005 for radius r =6 case,
w, =0.624+0.002 for radius r =8 case, and in the matter
era w, =0.612+0.003 (r =6), w, =0.628+0.002 (r =8).
The following is an initial attempt to study the effect of

asymmetry in the initial texture configuration on texture
collapse. We consider the case of radial asymmetry.
That means one or two axes of the initial configuration
are contracted, effectively making a pancakelike or cigar-
like initial texture. The longest axis is set to be the size of
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=368
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where 5p; is the fractional energy-density perturbation,
and i denotes total, kinetic or potential energy. p;
denotes energy density in natural lattice units, p„d
denotes energy density in radiation at t,q, g is the scale of
symmetry breaking, mp& is the Planck mass, and e, is the
energy in the texture core of radius r, of 2 lattice spac-
ings (33 lattice points) in natural lattice units. We con-
clude that, assuming g/mp& =10,a typical texture col-
lapse induces energy density perturbations on scales —,

' of
the horizon scale with amplitude between 1.5 X 10 and
5X10, depending on winding (see figure). To get fluc-
tuations on some other scale r, one simply rescales 5p to

the horizon.
An important characteristic of collapse is the amount

of energy that clumps during the collapse of the texture.
In Fig. 4, maxima of total and kinetic energy in the tex-
ture core (or radius 2 lattice spacings) are plotted as a
function of initial winding, and compared with the initial
total energy in the texture core. We find that the
minimum value of the maximal core energy occurs for
winding around 0.71. The amplitude is about a quarter
of the value for winding 1. In contrast, the initial total
core energy drops to only half of its w=1 value. The
scale is in natural units. In order to obtain the average
energy density in the texture core, one needs to rescale
the energies plotted on the graph to the time,
t;=t q=0. 3mp~l+g„Teq, where teq and T are the
time and temperature at the time of equal matter and ra-
diation, and g, =3.36 is the effective number of degrees
of freedom at that time. Taking this into account, one
obtains

the radius r as follows: 5p(r) =(r Ir, ) 5p(r, ), so that for r
equal to the initial texture size, 5p is in the range from
2.5X10 to 8X10
Similar features to the flat case in Fig. 4 are exhibited

in Fig. 5 for the matter era. It appears that more energy
is lumped for windings close to critical winding, but this
effect is due to the growth in physical volume of the core
(the core is of fixed comoving volume).
In Figs. 6 and 7 we show results for the pancake case.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of collapse time on the
amount of contraction a, of the z axis for a fixed initial
winding w0=0. 78. A general feature is that the collapse
time slightly decreases as the asymmetry increases (lower
values of z asymmetry a, ). The effect is smallest for a
nonexpanding background and largest for the matter-era
expansion rate. [Assuming a power-law dependence
t„~i-(a, )~, we find y=0. 134 (nonexpanding case),
y =0.258 (radiation era), and y =0.228 (matter era)). In
accord with the analysis of symmetric textures of Fig. 3,
collapse is slower for expanding backgrounds. The range
over which we can successfully treat the collapse is from
a, &[0.25, 1.0]. For a, (0.25 the texture is too thin, so
that the effects of discretization of space significantly
influence collapse.
More complex features of asymmetry are exhibited in

Fig. 7, where critical winding is plotted against z asym-
metry a, . The upper and lower curves for each case cor-
respond to upper and lower bounds on critical winding.
The upper bound is the lowest winding for which we ob-
served collapse, the lower bound is the highest winding
for which there was no collapse. As the initial
configuration is contracted in the z direction, the effect is
as if the boundaries were pushed away along the z axis,
and, as a consequence, the critical winding decreases.
Therefore, contraction along any axis of the texture
makes unwinding more effective. A surprising feature of
the graph is that although for small asymmetry, the criti-
cal winding is larger than for a nonexpanding back-
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background. A plot of (a) initial total energy in the texture core
of radius 2 lattice spacings vs winding (dashed), (b) maxima in
total energy in the texture core vs winding (solid), and (c) maxi-
ma in kinetic energy in the texture core vs winding (dot-dashed).
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FIG. 5. Core energies vs winding in natural units during the
matter era. A plot of (a) initial total energy in the texture core
of radius 2 lattice spacings vs winding (dashed), (b) maxima in
total energy in the texture core vs winding (solid), and (c) maxi-
ma in kinetic energy in the texture core vs winding (dot-dashed).
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for the nonexpanding and the expanding cases in Fig. 9.
This means that the effect of pulling the boundaries away
is more efBcient in the cigar case for any asymmetry.
It is of some interest to consider asymmetry in the

configuration as it evolves during the collapse. Good in-
dicators of radial asymmetry are the diagonal com-
ponents of the traceless quadrupole tensor for total and
kinetic energies. In Fig. 10 we plot the evolution of the
quadrupole moments Q„„ for total and kinetic energies as
collapse proceeds. This is the pancake case with asym-
metry parameter a, =0.6; the winding is set to w =0.78.
It is illustrative to describe the evolution of the energy

distribution: the total energy evolves starting with an el-
lipsoidal disklike energy-density distribution peaked in
the center of the texture. In the course of collapse, the
energy distribution becomes more spherical and more
peaked. Prior and close to the moment of unwinding, the
configuration becomes spherical, and then develops a ci-
garlike asymmetry. After the collapse, two cones of ener-
gy are emitted along the initially contracted direction,
leaving an active region in the center of the texture,
which slowly dies away.
Kinetic energy evolves in a slightly different way. The

initial configuration has zero kinetic energy. As the
configuration starts collapsing, a ring of kinetic energy
develops in the plane defined by the longer texture axes,
collapsing and with growing magnitude. The ring merges
forming a ball of kinetic energy in the texture center,
making the configuration almost spherically symmetric.
The maximum amplitude in kinetic energy continues to
grow, finally reaching a value high enough to unwind the
texture. As a consequence of the collapse, two cones of
kinetic energy are emitted along the initially contracted
axis, leaving a texture center which still has high but
gradually decreasing kinetic-energy density.
The energies and quadrupole moments plotted in Fig.

10 are given in natural lattice units. The quadrupole mo-

ment of the total energy is initially on the order of 10%
of the total energy, indicating the magnitude of the initial
asymmetry. The nature of asymmetry changes during
the collapse. The quadrupole moment of the total energy
crosses zero at t =0.55, the quadrupole moment of kinet-
ic energy crosses zero somewhat later (t=0.65); subse-
quently the texture collapses at t=0.78. A positive
quadrupole moment Q„„=Q~ means that energy is dis-
tributed further from the center in the x and y directions.
When the moment crosses zero, the energy is balanced
along all directions. For negative Q„„, energy is distri-
buted further from the center along the z direction. This
means that the collapse proceeds along the x and z direc-
tions, and kinetic and total energies are radiated along
the z direction. A change in the z asymmetry influences
the quadrupole moment in a very simple way: its magni-
tude relative to the total energy in the initial texture
configuration increases, but the time when the quadru-
pole moment crosses zero remains approximately —,

' of the
collapse time, for the asymmetry varying in the range
[0.3,0.8]. The question that naturally arises is whether a
change in winding alters the evolution of the quadrupole
moments. We have investigated this effect and find that
for higher winding configurations, the collapse occurs
with more power: more energy lumps during the col-
lapse, resulting in more energy radiated after the col-
lapse, and a higher negative maximum in Q„„.
Analogous to Fig. 10, Fig. 11 shows the evolution of

kinetic and total energies and the corresponding quadru-
pole momenta for a configuration with two axes contract-
ed (asymmetry parameter a„~=0.6, initial winding
w0=0. 78). The diff'erence is that in this case it takes a
longer time for the initial asymmetry to diminish, so that
the quadrupole momenta cross zero a bit after the col-
lapse takes place. The dependence of the evolution of
asymmetry on the initial asymmetry and winding is simi-
lar to that of the pancakelike initial configuration of Fig.
10.
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FIG. 10. This figure shows (a) total energy in the texture
(within r =8) (dashed), (b) kinetic energy in the texture (dotted),
(c) quadrupole moment of the total energy (solid), and (d) the
quadrupole moment of the kinetic energy (dot-dashed) during
texture collapse. One axis of the initial configuration is con-
tracted, with asymmetry parameter a, =0.6 and winding
wo =0.78

FIG. 11. This figure shows (a) total energy in the texture
(within r =8) (dashed), (b) kinetic energy in the texture (solid),
(c) quadrupole moment of the total energy (solid), and (d) the
quadrupole moment of the kinetic energy (dot-dashed) during
texture collapse. Two axes of the initial configuration are con-
tracted, with asymmetry parameter a„=0.6 and winding
wo =0.78
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work is motivated by the need to provide relevant
input data on the nature of seeds (which are a result of
single-texture collapse) for large-scale structure forma-
tion in the universe, and data on the nature of the
cosmic-microwave-background-radiation anisotropies
produced by texture collapse. Also, related to a previous
work by one of us [7], determination of the critical wind-
ing to be close to 0.6 (for all relevant cases) allows us to
estimate the probability for texture formation to be in the
range 0.02—0.05 per horizon volume and expansion time.
This will determine the number of hot and cold spots in
the cosmic microwave background expected in the tex-
ture model.
We have made a first attempt to study in a systematic

way the evolution of a single texture. There are a few
relevant questions to be addressed and understood re-
garding single-texture collapse.
The finite-size effects of the lattice become important,

once we recognize that collapse of configurations with
winding close to critical winding takes a long time, i.e.,
long enough so that the evolution of the field at the
boundary propagates and affects the texture core evolu-
tion. It has been argued that reflective boundary condi-
tions are the proper boundary conditions to take (see Sec.
II B).
In general, an increase in the physical size of the lattice

influences both time of collapse and critical winding. In
the cases for which the winding is close enough to criti-
cal, so that it takes a long time to collapse, an increase in
the physical size of the lattice influences —via boundary
effects—the collapse such that both time of collapse and
critical winding decrease (see Sec. III). For an infinitely
large lattice, we argue that the critical winding ap-
proaches —,', and the collapse time practically approaches
infinity, as the winding approaches —,

' from above.
It is argued in Sec. III that the relevant lattice to study

is the finite one, whose size corresponds to the expected
mean separation of textures. We investigate collapse of
textures of horizon size on lattices of size 13 and 30 hor-
izon volumes (this corresponds to initial texture radii of 8
and 6 lattice spacings, respectively). A natural assump-
tion is that each lattice box contains approximately one
configuration above critical winding, and that corre-
sponds to probabilities of texture formation 0.08 and
0.033 per horizon volume, respectively, which is in ac-
cord with the range of probability found in Ref. [7] (in
Fig. 13 one reads the probability for texture formation to
be in the range from 0.025 to 0.045 for critical winding
0.6).
A major task is to understand the influence of the ini-

tial texture configuration on the course of texture evolu-
tion. In this work we investigate configurations with the
following properties.
(i) The initial configuration is static. In the realistic

case there is going to be some random motion of the field,
but no coherent radial motion is to be expected. Random
motion in the field might initially disturb collapse, but-
because it is not coherent —we do not expect that it
significantly influences texture evolution.

(ii) The initial configuration is of horizon size .Smaller
configurations have collapsed earlier. For winding 0.69
and for a nonexpanding background, we find that the col-
lapse proceeds roughly as t„ii=(r/ro)', where the col-
lapse time t„,~ is in units of the expansion tln1e ro 0 85,
and r is the initial size of the texture in units of the hor-
izon size. It is not relevant to consider superhorizon
configurations, because they do not start to collapse be-
fore they enter the horizon.
(iii) The initial configuration is incorporated into

different space time-backgrounds (flat i.e., nonexpanding,
and expanding: radiation era and matter era) in order to
study the influence of expansion of the universe on tex-
ture evolution. It is found that the expansion of the
universe —by stretching the texture —effectively adds an
outward radial pull, slowing down collapse and decreas-
ing critical winding (see Sec. III).
(iv) The initial configuration is set to resemble the exact

solution of the nonlinear o model in a nonexpanding
background [4]. The center of a texture configuration
contains only one point in space (one lattice point in our
simulation), which lies on one side of the vacuum mani-
fold (say, the "upper" side). The transition region around
the texture center, which covers the vacuum manifold
from the "upper" side toward the "lower" side of the
manifold, contains both radial and angular gradient ener-
gy. The surrounding region, covers an S shell of the
manifold with a constant field angle y [cf. Eq. (9)]. For
configurations with winding less than one, the surround-
ing region contains nonzero angular gradient energy, and
zero radial gradient energy. It could be that realistic
configurations contain more than one mesh point occupy-
ing the "upper" side of the vacuum manifold, represent-
ing a diffuse center of texture, but we have not investigat-
ed this possibility here. These configurations would con-
tain more energy than the minimal solution with one cen-
tral point, but the probability of their formation is
higher, so that it is not clear whether or not they are
suppressed.
(v) Influence of radial asymmetry on collapse (contrac-

tion of one or two axes in initial configuration) has been
studied extensively in this work. A major observation is
that contraction of one of the axes (pancake case) does
not influence significantly either collapse time or critical
winding (cf. Figs. 6 and 7). General features are that as
the z asymmetry of the initial configuration increases,
both the time of collapse (t„,i -ar, with @=0.2) and the
critical winding slightly decrease. The effect is more pro-
nounced in the case of an expanding universe. If two axes
of the initial configuration are contracted (cigar case), the
effect on collapse time and critical winding is n1ore pro-
nounced. As asymmetry increases, collapse time
(y =0.8) and critical winding significantly decrease (cf.
Figs. 8 and 9). Again, effects of contraction are more
pronounced for an expanding background. This indicates
that in the case of a realistic configuration, properties of
collapse are determined primarily by the size of the two
most similar axes.
(vi) Introduction of angular asymmetry has not been

extensively studied in this work, and is currently under
investigation by the authors. A general consequence of
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introducing angular asymmetry is that collapse proceeds
faster, and the region of space where actual unwinding
happens (and where the field is forced to leave the vacu-
um manifold) is moved away from the center. Angular
asymmetry in the texture configuration may be caused by
another texture or antitexture in its vicinity, which
effectively exerts a force on the texture. If there is an an-
titexture close to a texture, then as soon as the two come
into causal contact, they repel each other, causing their
centers to move apart as they collapse. The larger the
asymmetry, the larger the repulsive force. For a texture
in the vicinity of a texture, an attractive force is generat-
ed, and the two textures either merge before the collapse,

or collapse separately, depending on initial distance,
asymmetry, and winding. More work is necessary in or-
der to properly understand two-texture dynamics.
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